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This paper is a personal assignment for the course Mat-2.1197. It tries to
fulfil the following requirements, given in the ’Reflektioesseen kirjoittamista’
-part 1. The requirements are specified rather openly so I will particu-
larly stress parts such as ’–erittelet jäsentyneesti omia ajatuksiasi soveltaen
kurssin tai sen oheislukemiston käsitteitä, kuten esimerkiksi elämänfilosofia,
uomaelämä, systeemiäly, –’, –[v]oit kytkeä – itsesi kannalta merkitseviin
teksteihin– ja –tulevaisuutesi pohdintaan–. In English, it means I need cover
course material, related reading and things that interest me. I chose to cover
my development and certain novel ideas with which I have worked for a quite
long time, happy reading.

1http://www.sal.tkk.fi/vanhat sivut/Opinnot/Mat-2.1197/K2012/
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Prologue

Life is like an art. It is unfinished, spontaneous and imperfect – a craft. I use here the
terms ’an’ and ’a’ to create an ambiguous and open feeling. The next question is of
course what is life and what is art? Unfortunately I do not know, I can sense and feel
them. Art is something that fires up my inner soul and makes my senses to top notch,
it can be almost anything. Often when I try to do something very well, I feel like an
artist painting a never-ending work. It is something to think about, do you really want
to live such life alone?

All men can see the individual tactics necessary to conquer, but almost no one can see
the strategy out of which total victory is evolved. 2

Challenges can make life meaningful. It is often exaggerated how much is required
to make a crucial move. Then again it is like an litotes to say that certain innovation
is just that, saying that some theory is just the cryptic assertion overlooks the nature
and the process of finding new ideas. Sometimes, this process is called research and
sometimes just fun. In certain groups, the fun is a spontaneous way to learn new things.
Perhaps, the iconic example is Linus Torvalds, not sure whether litotes but he claims
that his kernel -project was just for fun initially 3. In this paper, I am not trying to find
any special or general theory to apply all kind of developers– it would be a gesture of
ignorance or total misunderstanding of the evolution in the industry: the ideas that work
are adopted, other ideas are ignored. I am covering small things such as team-working,
the theme love and particularly software-and-hardware development. I am not starting
the fine-print debate between the differences between the industries, rather I am trying
to outline rough edges from a philosophical perspective why certain projects work and
certain projects do not. I feel some truth in the following paragraph 4.

A government that asks “How can we build a silicon valley?” has probably ensured
failure by the way they framed the question. You don’t build a silicon valley; you let

one grow.

Proper philosophy can boost team-working. It is common bias for people to overesti-
mate their skills and then again it is also possible underestimate to power of a group. A
small group of motivated players can develop things much faster than a large multina-
tional company or even a country. There is something very different when companies or
people are driven by the fear of extinction, rather than by the hope of better position.
Perhaps a bit darwinist but natural selection kicks strongly every moment, only the very
best will win unless co-operation. Team-working is however blatantly hard because it
tends to require special skills such as communication and version-control. The thing is
that having only one hindrance in the chain of reactions, such as illiterate programmer,

2http://www.strategies-tactics.com/suntzuchp6.htm
3http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Just for Fun
4http://www.paulgraham.com/siliconvalley.html
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can slow down the whole development chain, more on the course-material 5 about J.T.
Bergqvist calculation rules. It is often hard decision and even hard to discuss this kind
of things, more on the point 27.00 6. But with the right attitude, or better natural and
realistic attitude – such as working like the final day of your life or to be lazy when you
must be – is a driving agent to keep teams together. Good friends defend one another
even during the time of demise.

If you happen to understand that the world around us is imperfect or let’s say it more
nicely that you can make it a bit better, you have taken a critical first step. The first

step is however futile without will, the will requires some sort of crazy drive, elbow
grease and full concentration. It is hard to say what it is, perhaps that is the reason the
proper philosophy is often underestimated, perhaps it is something that makes life worth

living.

This paper is going to take a personal approach particularly to topics such as uo-
maelämä, elämänfilosofia and ryhmätyöskentely. It will cover issues related to a few
development projects particularly 7 8 9 which the author has started to develop in a new
kind of love -philosophy, perhaps affected by this course. The current changes have been
to open-source the critical parts of the development, motivated by the J.T. Bergqvist’s
laskuoppi (more in the slides 10). Besides that the project has enormously simplified its
UX (including user interfaces and many other things) and, perhaps most importantly,
determined its philosophy. The example ’Ruusun ostamattomuus Helsingin keskustassa’
made me realize that one needs to start doing decisions and take more specific risks.
Development is a bit similar to buying roses to your love, the hit-rate can be very low
but sometimes it hits a jackpot. It is better to test fresh ideas fast, rather than never.

5http://www.sal.tkk.fi/vanhat sivut/Opinnot/Mat-2.1197/K2012/luento4 k2012.pdf
6http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=endscreenNR=1v=121ofj l6vM
7http://www.mathharbour.com/
8http://www.bombi.org/
9http://www.jrparrot.com/

10http://www.sal.tkk.fi/vanhat sivut/Opinnot/Mat-2.1197/K2012/
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1 Emerging from Trap -life

“[P]eople want to turn off their brain – far more depressing than conspiracies–” 11

Trap -life (indirect translation from the Finnish term uoma -elämä) can be a dangerous
situation, nicely covered by Saarinen in this outlining 12, where people are locked to
certain situations. Unless there is a clear reason for the trap, people can decide to free
them. Traps can be hard to diagnose. For example in software-engineering (similarly as
apparently in surgeons) it is common to allocate the best people to the critical parts of
the projects 13, meaning other people taking care of less critical parts. This kind of parts
can become so-called traps particularly without enough eye-balls working on the critical
parts. Then again the monotonous parts can be totally natural, writing thousands’ lines
of code takes time (their rereading even more)!

Now the trap -life is different between groups. If you have a group of one person, it is
easy to become extremely subjective and delusive. The power with groups of more than
one person can kick here in, the word ’can’ because not always particularly with critical
parts of the systems. Then again like with good love -matches, good matches can make
things way easier in the partnerships, perhaps a good classic example is the investing
partnership between Warren Buffett and Charlie Munger (afterwards the partnership,
the value-biased investing-style changed more towards growth-investing). Something
critical happens here, the subjectivity can be changed to inter-subjectivity where more
brains are working on the issues. When you think this a bit more closely, it double
the combinations with different communication channels. Now if you have n amount
of participants, the amount of communication channels is a triangular number, O(n2)
meaning an explosion in complexity. Without consistent philosophy, the groups are
none. You may end up into more dangerous trap -life if participants are unable to
communicate:

To avoid disaster, all the teams working on a project should remain in contact
with each other in as many ways as possible — e-mail, phone, meetings,
memos etc. Instead of assuming something, the implementer should instead
ask the architects to clarify their intent on a feature he is implementing, before
proceeding with an assumption that might very well be completely incorrect.
The architects are responsible for formulating a group picture of the project
and communicating it to the others. 14

Now I think the key reason for communication-failure is uncertainty. When there are
more source of errors, little details such as people’s tolerance start to matter. People
have natural instincts when they face new and uncertain situations, resulting in very
different situations such as shock, depression or give-me-more -attitude. Now a good
question to ask with uncertain situation is ’Why should the problems be solved in the

11Point 23.40 http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=endscreenNR=1v=121ofj l6vM
12http://www.arborvitaepalvelee.com/blogi/2008/11/16/1
13http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The Mythical Man-Month
14http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The Mythical Man-MonthCommunication
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first place?’ There may be something wrong if participants are unable to answer this,
or the problem is just too deep or challenging. A good follow-up technique is to attack
a slightly slighter puzzle, can people solve that? Samurai -principles 15 can be used to
attack uncertain situations. I think, particularly, the rules 2 and 3 are essential i.e. ’you
must practise’ and ’you must get familiar with different forms of art’. With the last two
principles, one can advance to principles 7 and 8 i.e. ’detect invisible’ and ’pay attention
to small details’.

When I face an uncertainty, I have a number of strategies such as asking questions,
drawing and calling my friends. It can be anything such as uncertainty due to factors such
as fear or trying to research something unknown. I have had many invisible situations
later in my life, requiring full concentration. They are usually the moments when you
may even miss the vocabulary, you can describe it but you cannot understand it totally.
This kind of uncertainties are extremely funny to deal with. Some people associate craft
-things such as drawing or artistic innovating to female -characteristic but I like it! I feel
like a samurai when I am trying to dig into the brains of the system, trying to understand
every single detail perhaps important in the future. Different forms of expression such
as speeches, small-talk, programming, visual art and rhetoric poems have different use-
cases. My artistic drawing come into play when I cannot understand something or I
want to understand something deeper, craft -style working helps to concentrate. I use
art continuously to communicate different ideas such as here 16, a meeting announcement
for the developers. Now people make developing things easily too sexy, it is essential
in the very beginning make clear guidelines about goals aka technically milestones and
issues (my project example here 17). I think good milestones are succinct, clear and
practical – even managers should understand them. Then again, issues -tickets are ways
by which you are trying to accomplish some milestones. I think artistic expressions are
discouraged in the former while the latter can have more freedom.

’Think twice before burdening a friend with a secret.’
-Marlene Dietrich 18

15http://www.sal.tkk.fi/Opinnot/Mat-2.1197/K2012/luento5 k2012.pdf
16http://www.jrparrot.com/Documents/vikingston T.pdf
17https://bitbucket.org/heoa/bombi.org/issues?status=newstatus=open
18http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/authors/m/marlene dietrich 2.html
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I drew this picture on an intimidating course – which I did not much enjoy – where
participants threw pens from the back of classroom. During the time of drawing, it was

just fun and helped me to concentrate on more interesting things, not to flying pens
(the teacher had totally lost the control of the classroom that time so I pretty much felt

like wasting my time). I had no words for things in the past but now I think I know
what I wanted to say, I did not like the enculturation – I felt like a prisoner when I was

forced to sit in uncomfortable classroom with pain from hitting pens. I must say that
drawing this picture required quite amount of courage under the eyes of my teacher, she
did not like my doings but accepted the exception due to awkwardness of the situation –

one needs to find ways to relax!
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FPGAs are nice prototyping things, you can modify the hardware logic. Unfortunately,
the manufacturers realize their potential meaning that it costs you head-and-leg to get

started in a very restrictive environment 19, it is not clear yet in which kind of
customers products one could use FPGAs but there is amazing innovations such as
Apple 2 on FPGA 20. Nevertheless of the uncertainty, I drew this picture – certain

firms are not wanting to lose their IPs (not wanting to show where the brains are) and,
at the same time, they want to attract customers to their products (dilemma). It means

that customers must formulate the invisible parts such as logic synthesis in certain
steps or time-consumingly reverse-engineer things (not probably the best idea, perhaps

better just to pay for the license and forget the invisible parts).

19http://electronics.stackexchange.com/questions/3107/looking-for-open-source-fpga-hardware-and-
dev-tools

20http://www.cs.columbia.edu/ sedwards/apple2fpga/
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The level of uncertainty depends on the context. Some contexts such as prototyping
and innovating are good to face uncertainty and artistic attitude while techno-artistic
expressions can be discouraged obfuscation, one needs to be more precise with technical
issues to communicate clearly with your peers. Now it can be extremely hard to know
whether things such as obfuscation is intentional or not, you need to look for the fine-
print and details. This is where you need the Samurai guts and break up the issue into
parts, does some part of the information look odd?

We do not rise to the level of our expectations. We fall to the level of our training.
– Archilochus Greek Soldier, Poet, c. 650 BC. 21

Now the synthesis part of the information requires critical mind, sometimes artistic
strategies. For very short introduction about the latter things, please, preview things
such as theory-of-knowledge and epistemology 22. But let’s take a direct attack instead
of delving too much into theoretical issues: can you ask developers a question? Now
this is going to be the hard point, your question should look as innocent and polite as
possible. This kind of contact can save you a massive amount of time later, particularly
if you find the information was just junk.

Brooks muses that “good” programmers are generally five to ten times as productive as
mediocre ones. 23

Now the danger is to become isolated, often hard to find people able to dig into the
code with details. It is almost insulting to call everyone who can write some code a
developer. I like the ideology ’if you think your users are stupid, then only stupid people
will use your thing’, probably something similar said by Linus Torvalds. If you are going
to create great innovations and you are going to make it for the cleverest people on
this planet, love your users – try to desperately find ways to make their user-experience
(UX) more convenient. There is nothing better than to find some pioneers that have
tried your prototypes:

annette hernandez - July 9, 2010
it is really cool to help you learn!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Brilliant!- Group Browser - December 31, 2010
There are so many kinds of questions that it can answer. 24

This is about love and passion, this kind of details matters, wow! It is a bit like finding
a desperately-energetic and polite bus-driver, wow! I love people who are building their
dreams into reality. For sure, there is the danger of alone developing things but so what?
I am pretty sure there will be something amazing coming but building the system to next
level takes time and patience, every single detail must be perfect. Here again a point

21http://martialarts.stackexchange.com/a/661/40
22http://www.theoryofknowledge.info/
23http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The Mythical Man-MonthCommunication
24http://art.mathharbour.com/
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with uncertainty – one requires Samurai instincts to avoid the noise and concentrate on
details, they do matter.

Where Are All the Open Source Billionaires?
– Threre are real millionaires– even billionaires– who built companies on open source
software. Just ask Larry Page and Sergey Brin. Or the YouTube founders. The real

money isn’t in the software. It’s in the service you build with that software. 25

2 Teamwork, Friends, Community and Loves

”It’s the friends you can call up at 4 a.m. that matter.”
-Marlene Dietrich 26

Suppose a trap where a friend is trying to do something evil such as suicide. What
are things worth living if he is already in trap? How can you get him out of the trap
to show that life has more to offer than white walls? You know the guy is clever like
hell but now on the wrong path. How can you help him? I think the right attitude is
to think the situation in a way that all people are just a bunch of problems. When you
choose a friend, you choose a bunch of problems – nothing more and nothing less. Now
it is important to challenge a poor trap -life with a question – how much worth of living
does there exist in the trap? Is it worth living? Suppose your friend is now saying that
he is not going to commit suicide but he is locked. How can you get him out of the
trap-life of not-doing-things? The death philosophy must belong to the life-philosophy,
death is part of the life.

You are going to die, and nothing you do to try to save yourself is wrong. – Nothing is
true; Everything is permissible. 27

By this quote, I want to challenge you to think your own ideas and are you sure you
are not in jains by other people’s things? Are you happy to be a prisoner? Can’t you
find any reason to fight back? Let’s analyze it a bit. The word permissible imply some
sort of authority, there is no permission without permission-giver. Now if your friend
believed in God, the existence -statement could be appropriate but what about you have
an agnostic friend in the trap? Now it becomes hard! Now there is probably no silver
bullet. It is important how you think, not your ideas. Try to sense the hard situation,
try to save the friend that may be some project in the future – often the gems rise from
the trashes.

’I’m actually more likely to hire someone based on how many failures they’ve
experienced.’ 28

25http://www.codinghorror.com/blog/2007/04/where-are-all-the-open-source-billionaires.html
26http://thinkexist.com/quotes/marlene dietrich/3.html
27http://martialarts.stackexchange.com/questions/644/when-should-i-run-away
28http://www.codinghorror.com/blog/2005/05/success-through-failure.html
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Ideas born and die, it is important how you process them, not how hard you protect
them in your head. Even though you told some idea to everyone, so what, it still takes
a massive amount of time and energy to develop things to next levels. Idealistic things
such as mere abstractions and art are nothing without a doer although they can be a
massive catalyst. Try to formulate your ideas clearly in the very beginning! If things
are uncertain, do not hide it. You can find hard-working friends in unusual places, often
the facade is none. Challenge yourself with new ways of expressions, new methods and
new knowledge. Try to advance the old things a small step further, it may result into
something meaningful later. Do not be locked up by the marketing vocabulary about
open-source or philosophical issues: when you look carefully enough, things are pretty
clear actually. Many times, the first idea dies but that is a part of the evolution – be
prepared with the plan B.

The kernel developer community is a very tight-knit one. Despite working for
companies that compete with each other, we work together daily through email, make
fun of each other on IRC, and drink beer together in different cities around the world

every few months at various conferences.
- Kroah.com about Linux kernel 2.6.32 29

Mistakes belong to life. Real friendship can sustain them. Even competition between
companies cannot endanger certain bonds. It is a bit like hitting someone in boxing by
accident a bit too hard, a real friend should be able sustain the mischief – it is really
about a small thing, more about how people are able to sustain setbacks. Setbacks are
natural example of uncertain moments, again related to the very things what we are
and particularly to our instincts. Setbacks may result in more adrenaline like in the
boxing situation, some people are unable to control their emotions in such situations
endangering the whole situation – for example a problem in sparring 30. Your emotions
should not control your concentration, despite increased adrenaline level. Recklessness
can be a weakness that is easy to get exploited by advanced player such as Muhammed
Ali with Rope-and-Dope in the legendary Foreman -battle 31.

Without friends and support, it can be hard to experience life. There is a good
reason why you only want motivated people to experience new things such as martial
arts or other critical things. The most dangerous people are not the ones with black
belts but the newbies that may use too much something such as force to compensate
for something else. Now the something else can be unknown or totally random, it takes
only a millisecond or less to change the battle totally different. It requires some sort of
attitude with love, passion and tolerance to encounter the unexpected, in Bob Marley’s
beautiful words ”Things are not the way they used to be – don’t tell no lie.” 32 below.

There’s a natural mystic blowing through the air;

29http://www.kroah.com/log/linux/2.6.32-stable.html
30http://martialarts.stackexchange.com/questions/506/harnessing-emotion-during-sparring
31http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N44vdCqI7LIfeature=like-suggest
32http://www.lyricsfreak.com/b/bob+marley/natural+mystic 20021724.html
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If you listen carefully now you will hear.
This could be the first trumpet, might as well be the last:

Many more will have to suffer,
Many more will have to die - don’t ask me why.

The reference to the Book of Revelation with trumpet is a fascinating concept. The
issue about suffering and still natural is something hard to understand. Perhaps, the
other side of love -coin is craziness or even lunatics. There is something odd when
certain people start to do things passionately with often unknown people. Life can be
amazing, do not be in jains by the word -play here. Look even my friend to whom I
tried the ’right-hand lead fix’ smiled later, under love, there is a crazy trust to innovate
and test new things – often virtues needed to build something amazing such as software
innovations. They are small things such as smiles and setbacks that can make friendships
and business partnerships lifelong bonds 33.

What’s the worst code you’ve seen recently? -My own. 34

Explosions are often characterized with bad things such as terror but philosophically
there is an idealism about explosion with ’insinöörin ihme’ introduced by Esa Saarinen.
In Bombi, we are introducing different mascots and time – integrated to reality, making

it a pretty cool game -play but its development is pretty low with rendering, plotting,
drawing – unless we get some sort of angle investor to support our work.

33We are organizing certain hxckhackton events in Hervanta, Otaniemi or Tartu
http://art.mathharbour.com/ so stay stuned, follow the issues and welcome to Freenode io8oi.

34http://www.codinghorror.com/blog/2009/07/nobody-hates-software-more-than-software-
developers.html
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3 Impact of Philosophy to Software Development and
Hardware Development

Development issues such as user experience (UX) tend to be extremely interconnected
things. Long causality is eventual, meaning often hard to find why something does not
work. There are however certain issues common to certain masterpieces, perhaps the
classic Apple’s front-page 35 and Google’s elegantly simple landing page 36. When I am
writing this, you can be sure they are not the same anymore – if you look them in the
Wayback -machine, you can see that they are continuously improved! Perfectionism has
no end. What is the thing that lead to such behavior? One thing is of course money
but money does not seem to help all companies such as the competitors. I think the
common factor is a philosophy, with sound philosophy, it is easy to develop longer days
and harder. Parties such as graphic designers and UX designers cannot make things
much better unless understanding the philosophy of the company – if the philosophy is
broken, the makeup won’t really help. If a firm is based on poor or unrealistic philosophy,
it can backfire with the UX 37. Poor UX can mean too complicated design in the user
interface or something more evil. A very easy way to compare companies and services
is with things such as word-cloud -analysis. But keep in mind that this kind of tools are
only a view – imperfect and inaccurate – you must learn to use them in combination
with other tools.

I will take now a very stereotypical example in IT industry, it is not meant as general
rule but trying to get some example anyone could be familiar with. Before 2008, the
largest mobile-phone-manufacturer Nokia was more marketing (not really serving their
customers), its website full of marketing words such as buy. Then again, Apple website
stood up with words such as iPod, iTunes and other products. Even today the two
companies are acting with strikingly different methodologies (although Nokia under Elop
has radically simplified its product-line, easily seen on its homepage). Let’s look at one
methodology, the crawling-access of older sites. ayback 38 shows that Apple -site has
undergone updating all the time, tirelessly, while Nokia has apparently blocked the
visibility of its site. Some parties are clearly using the ambiguity as a double-edged
sword. The fact that indexing is blocked or restrictive creates doubts.

35http://www.apple.com/
36https://www.google.com/
37http://www.disambiguity.com/why-most-ux-is-shite/
38http://wayback.archive.org/
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I was pretty early on the run before large reconstruction with the mobile-phone
-industry 39. The fact that things were too complicated is enough to ring bells, what is

the sense of creating inferior products zillion amount with all kind of odd changes?
During the time, I expressed myself with this artwork – I like to keep low-profile with
this kind of issues, here with irony of getting rich (usually guys not getting rich). In
investing, it pretty much meant that I do not waste time with this kind of companies.
The same methodology is pretty useful in other parts of life as well. Concentrate on a
few friends and projects, try to do your best. Never suppose you know more than you
actually know. It is easy to social-engineer people with IT -stuffs, ask for quality and

practical working examples. They should reveal something about the philosophy,
enhancing a working UX is a never-ending process so better to start early.

39http://finance.mathharbour.com/2010/11/speculation-turnovers-and-risk.html
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We are using ourselves too limitedly. I think the difference between successful compa-
nies and unsuccessful companies is love. Some companies hide their weaknesses under
the cloud about enterprise -issues or making things too technical, not really selling expe-
rience but technical things such as batteries. The concept ’profit risk’ is easy to confuse
with things such as the future, the future is uncertain and unexpected. If you consider
this as a growth investor, you would skip firms living their own lives – things must be
realistic and true. In financial world, Samurai principles – particularly about the realism
and receptive senses – are even more important: one can exploit situations of weakness
for example when some authority is trying to make reality look better than it really
is. This is very grey area and one needs to be extremely careful not to over-interpret,
anyway some sort of feeling can save a lot of time in analysis and probably your latter
careers. Some people call this the methodology ’follow the winners’, there is something
true there. Success is eventual not a goal, most of the time.

Finally, I want to bring you one idea about hard working. There is a good reason
why some salaries such as the game-development ones are low – it is because it fun and
often efficient way to learn things – you get some money but also knowledge, a clear
cost. You must love your users or you will get executed, users will choose other game.
Your fans are your best friends and worst enemies. You must listen to them carefully,
requiring often just a massive amount of work in navigating. But clever programmers
realize this and try to write as little code as possible. Programming in the end is not
the same as writing. For example, consider the word ’search’. It is pretty evil term,
often ambiguous. Does it mean path-dependent searching, state-dependent searching,
group-driven -searching, categorized searching or some mix of different methodologies
– or something totally different? You can find my development booklets under this 40.
Since the field is mined with all kind of innovation-killers such as patents, it is extremely
important that you have certain IP and ideas peer-reviewed before doing anything – I
am even doubtful whether the concept search is patented somehow, anyway it is essential
to expect for the invisible. One must learn to detect the hidden muscles, have to read
carefully everything and avoid repetition. Development is not the same as supporting a
hockey team 60 minutes per game, it is a never-ending process like a timeless philosophy.
Development is like freedom, the best idea wins on this bazaar 41 – many times, the best
idea is not really new but elegant somehow (I am not going into detail but some extremely
famous mobile games do have bugs here-and-there but you need to be the samurai and
read the fine-print). Good ideas can come from the trap-life but you need the ideas to
the trap and be prepared to work harder – and challenge your own thinking. Often, the
developer have to acknowledge his/her own poor skills. There is something very human
and natural to get some clever ideas working but beware the do-nothing -philosophy and
do-too-much -philosophy – both may backfire!

[T]he likelihood that you’re working on a project that will fail is high. 42

40http://art.mathharbour.com/2012/01/pioneer-shovel-and-field.htmlmore
41http://nix.stackexchange.com/questions/3196/evolution-of-operating-systems-from-unix/53205320
42http://www.codinghorror.com/blog/2005/05/success-through-failure.html
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Perhaps, the most conflicting idea in software development circles with populism is
some sort of inequality: we are not equal but we have equal opportunity. It resonates

with the phrase ’90% of all community feedback is crap.’ 43 by the co-founder of
Stackexchange.com. This artwork 44 ’Pioneer, Shovel and Field’ tries to energize the

issue well summed up in the phrase ’[s]uccess is 99 percent persipiration and 1 percent
inspiration’. 45

43http://www.codinghorror.com/blog/2012/02/listen-to-your-community-but-dont-let-them-tell-you-
what-to-do.html

44http://art.mathharbour.com/
45http://wiki.answers.com/Q/Success is 99 percent persipiration and 1 percent inspirationixzz1sQELUAx9
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4 Future

”Art is never finished, only abandoned.” Leonardo da Vinci quotes 46

Details do matter. Firstly, it is an excellent learning process to end things or do them
as well as you can. Secondly, protect the treasures such as ’your ability to grow’. Thirdly,
try to understand the process by concentrating on details probably overlooked by other
people, aim to new standards! The point is not what you think but your principles. The
purpose of philosophy is to build better planet, not support your own biases. Then again,
the following guidelines, by Peter Sengen in the book ’The Fifth Discipline’, cannot be
resisted. I outline the most essential ones in my own words.

• Be yourself like a champion, do not try to be someone else.

• Be certain whose ideas you think and how you think.

Try to understand the system. Even the system can have brains, challenge the hidden
knowledge. Create a new system if the system is broken, monarchies tend to have
rather short self-life. Like with Muhammed Ali’s ’right-hand lead fix’ and ’rope-a-dope’,
you must sometimes rise above your principles. Things such as investing, software-
development and social things are imperfect per se. They tend to lack terminology to
express certain ideas but perhaps it is something making life worth to live. There is
always some new way of seeing things although the things may be the old booring stuff.
Be sensitive to new things because otherwise other people are prorably going to control
your life, be your master.

46http://thinkexist.com/quotation/art is never finished-only abandoned/11376.html
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Bombi is a project for challenging old assumptions. We are creating a really social
group-driven search -interface, by using gamification tiredly. Now some old companies

have enculturated you to think that concepts such as search, game, homepage and
reality are totally separate things. We are thinking different. No-brainy indices and no
finding-aids mean a ridiculous combination: if you have never used an archive without
a finding aid, you probably understand my meaning. It is hard for users to see that they
could get more rich service, good for the current euphoria. Bombi is doing many things

such as adding FuN back to searching, other ideas on the projects.
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